Let X be a second countable, locally compact Hausdorff space, and let a compact Lie group D act on a C*-bundle (E, X), the fibres of which are of bounded, finite dimension. Denote by A the C*-algebra of sections vanishing at infinity, and by à the induced action of D on A. The stable ranks of both, the fixed point algebra Aa and the crossed product algebra A x ■ D are determined.
Introduction
In this paper, we study the stable rank of fixed point algebras and C*-crossed products arising from actions of compact Lie groups on commutative or "nearly" commutative C*-algebras. In particular, let (E, X) be a C*-bundle over the second countable, locally compact Hausdorff space X, and assume that all fibres Ex are finite dimensional, dim(Ex) < M for some fixed M and all x e X. Let D be a compact group acting on (E, X), that is, there exist actions ad and cpd of D on E and X respectively, such that the following diagram E ^ E I I x -^u X commutes, and ad is a C*-isomorphism on fibres; call such a bundle a D-C*-bundle. Set T0(E) = T0(E, X), the C*-algebra of continuous sections vanishing at infinity, and let TD0(E) = {e e Yo(E) : e(cpd(x)) = ad(e(x)) for all d e D, x e X} , the algebra of equivariant sections. There is an induced action à of D on T0(E) given by [ád(e)](x) = ad(e(<pd-i(x))), and T^(E) is the fixed point algebra of T0(E) under this action, which by Evans' tilde construction [Ev] can be represented as the algebra T0(E) of sections of a new C*-bundle (E,X).
Nistor [Ni] has given an explicit formula for the computation of the stable rank of certain separable type I C*-algebras: If the C*-algebra A has a finite composition series {0} = IQ c Ix C •■ • c In+X = A such that each subquotient is of the form Ik+X/Ik -co -\Zm^T0(Ekm, XkJ , where each (Ekm,XkJ isa locally trivial homogeneous C*-bundle with fibres isomorphic to Mm (C) Here dim(X) denotes the covering dimension of the space X,and \x] denotes the least integer > x . ( dim(X) = oc is permitted in an obvious way.) This, in combination with Evans' results, allows us to determine st(T^(E)) for an action of a compact Lie group D on a C*-bundle (E, X) as above, and to obtain that stT0(E) x& D < stT0(E) , provided that X has locally finite orbit structure.
Some facts and lemmas
It will be useful to review Evans' tilde construction and state some lemmas needed in the main proofs. Given an action of the compact group D on the C*-bundle (E, X) by pairs (ad, <pd), let Dx denote the stabilizer of x e X, and let Fx be the fixed point algebra of the fibre Ex under the restriction of a to Dx. Put F = {jx€XFx anc* give it the subspace topology of E. Define X = X/D and E = F/D and give them the quotient topologies. Then (E, X) is a C*-bundle, the map F -> Ê is an isomorphism when restricted to a fibre Fx, and the quotient map n : X -> X is open and closed. If, as will be assumed throughout this paper, X is locally compact, second countable and Hausdorff, then X inherits these properties, and both spaces are cr-compact, separable and metrizable. If F is a locally compact ö-invariant subset of X, then E~ Si E]Y .
The following lemma clarifies part (b) of Nistor's Theorem 7 in our C*-bundle case.
Lemma 2.1. Let {Xj}'J=x be a partition of X suchthat 1J/;>J,X¡ is closed in X for all j. Then, sr(ro(£)) = maxsT(T0(Elx)).
Proof. Proceeding by induction, we may assume that t = 2. Pick a sequence o {Fn} of compact subsets of Xx such that Fn c F , and Xx = IJ^l, Fn . Then by [She, Proposition 3.15] , sr(ro(£)) < sup{sr(r0(£ )), sr(ro(£ ))} < max{sr(r0(£|Jf2)), sr(ro(£|JfJ))} < %r(Y0(E)).
Recall that as a consequence of [Fe, Theorem 3 .1], homogeneous C*-bundles with finite dimensional fibres are locally trivial. For convenience of notation, let us denote by M^ the algebra Jí(^") of compact operators on the infinite dimensional, separable Hilbert space %f. (ii) By (i), E decomposes into the disjoint union of clopen sets, E = \J°li E:X. Because D acts as an isomorphism on fibres, each E,x is D-invariant. One checks easily that the map
is a C*-isomorphism.
Now let A be a fixed C*-algebra of the form A = co -Y,keN nk°Mk, where 0<nk<% mdnkoMk = c0-EtiMk. (iii) dim(y*) = dim(X) for all k.
Proof. Let Fx be the subalgebra of the fibre Ex isomorphic to nk o Mk, and set Fk = \JxexFx-Then (pk 'X) is a locally trivial subbundle of (E, X), and it is D-invariant as D acts by isomorphism on fibres. Let ex denote the projection of Ex onto Fx. A partition of unity arguk k ment and [Le, Lemma 2] show that e : x -> ex is a section in the multiplier algebra ^(Yo(E)) which also is D-invariant under the extension of â to JT{Y0{E)). Then, Yo(Fk) = ekYo(E),
YDo ( Proof.
for feL2 (D) . As \\Uf\\2 = f f \f(y(q)D\2 dmL(l) dp(q) = f \f(d)\2 dmD(d) = Jd/l Jl Jd it follows that U is an isomorphism of the two Hubert spaces.
Note that for q e D/L and d, I e L,
so that by linearity and continuity, C/^t/* = id®pd and thus, Ad [/ Ad pd Ad Í7* = id ®Adpd.
Two actions a and ß of a locally compact group D on a C*-algabra A are exterior equivalent, if there exists a strictly continuous map d -> wrf of D into the unitary group %i(M(A)) such that oid(a) = udßd(a)ud deD,aeA and ucd = ucßAud) c,deD, where /? is extended to the multiplier algebra Jf(A) in a unique way. Exterior equivalent actions give rise to isomorphic crossed products.
Given a separable Hubert space %?, identify Co(X, 3?(%?)) with the algebra Y0(^(^)
x X) of sections of the trivial bundle. Its multiplier algebra is isomorphic to the set Cb(X, 3'(^)) of bounded, strictly (and hence strong-* ) continuous functions from X to ¿¡8(%f). There is a one-to-one correspondence between bundle actions of the form (a, id) and center-fixing actions à on C0(X,JT (<%")). Denote by a the restriction of a to the fibre J?(%f) x {x} .
The following result is probably well known, although I have found no reference.
Proposition 2.5. Let â and ß be center-fixing actions of a second countable compact group D on C0(X ,3f(ß^)), and assume that for some x0 e X, the actions ax° and ßx° are exterior equivalent. Then there exists a neighborhood V of x0 such that the restrictions of à and ß to Co(V,5f(ß?)) are exterior equivalent. Proof. As in the proof of [PhR, Rieffel [Ri] has shown that given a compact C*-dynamical system (A, D, a), the crossed product A xa D is isomorphic to the fixed point algebra Given an action (ad , cpd) of the compact group D on the C*-bundle (E, X), let (E, X) denote the tensor product bundle, that is the bundle with fibres Ex = Ex®J^[L (D)), and give it an action (ád, cpd) by (3) ád:a®T e Ex ®5?{L2(D)) -[ad ® Adpd](a® T) e E w ®Jf{L2(D)).
Then Y0(E)®3f(L2(D)) -Y0(E) and Y0(E)xàD S [Yo(E)®3r(L2(D))f®Adf> = YDo(E).
Corollary 2.6. Let the second countable compact group D act on the trivial bundle (E, X) = ^(iïf) x X by actions (ad, id). Then, given x e X, there exists a neighborhood V of x such that E,y is trivial. In particular,
Proof. Define an action (/?, id) of D on (E, X) by ßd = ad for y e X and pick V as in the last proposition with xo = x .
Define a bundle isomorphism (<f>, id) : E,v -* E,v by So <f> intertwines the two bundle actions, and thus restricts to an isomorphism of the tilde bundles. As the tilde bundle associated with (ßs ®ys) is trivial, the statement follows.
Compact group actions
Throughout this section, (E, X) will denote a C*-bundle whose fibres are of bounded finite dimension, that is, there exists an integer M such that dim ( E ) <M for all xeX. by the same theorem. Now let D be a compact group acting on the C*-bundle (E, X). Let n : X -* X = X/D denote the quotient map. We say that n has local cross-sections if given x eX there exists a neighborhood U of x suchthat rc,-i(£/) has a crosssection. Note that this implies that dim (X) < dim(X) by the sum theorem. If D is compact Lie, then always dim(Z) < dim(X) (see [Pa] , Theorem 3.16). In both cases, dim(X) -/ < dim(Z) by a theorem on dimension lowering mappings ( [En] ,1.12.4), where t denotes the largest of the dimensions of the orbits. Remark. Note that sr(ro(jfJ)) may be larger or smaller than sr(T0(£')).
(1) If the Morus Y (r > 4) acts on the trivial bundle E = C x Tr by t: (a,x) -> (a, tx) (a eC, t, x e Y), then Yo(Ë) SC and Yo(E) s C(Tr), so that 1 = sr(lf (£)) < sr{Y0(E)) = [^] + 1 . However, we have the following, which always holds for finite groups:
Corollary 3.2. If all orbits are finite, then sr(Y0(E)) < %t(T^(E)) < sr(C0(X)).
Proof. By [En] , Theorem 1.12.8, dim^) = dim^) for all k . The assertion then follows from (7) and (9). Corollary 3.3. Let G be a second countable, locally compact group and A an abelian normal subgroup of G of finite index, say D = G/A has order n. Then, sr(C*(A) ® Mn) < sr(C*(C7)) < w(C*{A)).
License or copyright restrictions may apply to redistribution; see https://www.ams.org/journal-terms-of-use Proof. Taylor [Ta] has shown that C*(G) = Y^(E), where D acts on the trivial bundle E = Mn x Â. Since C*(A) = C0(Â), the statement follows immediately from Proposition 3.1.
We say that X has locally finite orbit structure, if given x e X there exists an open neighborhood U of x such that the types of orbits touching U are finite in number. By [Bre] , IV. 1.2, this always happens if D is compact Lie and X is a topological manifold.
Theorem 3.4. Let the compact Lie group D acton (E, X) by actions (ad, cpd), and assume that X has locally finite orbit structure. Then there exist numbers I, s e N u {oo} such that
Proof. Let (E, X) denote the tensor product bundle with fibres Ex ® 5?(L2(D)) and D-action (ád, cpd) as in (3), so that Y0(E) xâ D St rf(£).
Assume first that X is compact, so that it has finite orbit structure globally, and that E is homogeneous with fibres isomorphic to the matrix algebra Mn . Since a similar calculation works for %r{To(E)) and sr(C0(X)), the assertion holds with / = supm lm and 5 = infm sm .
Remark. The proof of the theorem is valid for an arbitrary second countable compact group D provided that slices exist on all X ■. This is true for example if all orbits are finite, in which case dim(X) = dim( X). Inspection of the above process shows that then even ST(ro(E)®3?(L2(D))) < st(Y0(E)®M¡) < st(Y0(E) xá D) < sr(ro(£) ® Ms) for some 1 < s, I < oo.
Remark. If (E, X) is a locally trivial, homogeneous C*-bundle with fibres Mx , then sr(ro(£") xd D) < sr(Y0(E)) by a similar proof.
Remark. We can weaken the assumption that the bundle (E, X) have fibres of bounded dimension. In fact, set Xn = {x e X : dim(Ex) < n}. Then, [She, Proposition 3.15 ] that sr(lf (E)) = sup{sr(rf (E .)), sr(lf(^|jr ))}.
The same computation can be done for sr(ro (E)) and sr(ro(£')). for all y e U, then x e XM-Thus Z = 0, so that the results of this section, in particular (7), (9), and (10) hold.
(b) Set X = Z " ' and repeat the above construction inductively with X instead of X and Z instead of Z . In most nonpathological situations, Z = 0 after a finite number of steps. One can show that sr(ro (E,zn)) < sup^ sr(lf (E,x )) for all k , and that similar inequalities apply to sr(Y^(E)) and sr(ro(£')), so again the results of this section hold.
